
SONOS MOVE2EU1WHT Move 2
Bluetooth Portable Speaker, White

SKU: IT64386

€499.00

Specifications

Technical Specifications
Connection: Bluetooth 5.0 supports audio streaming from any Bluetooth-enabled
device
Battery life: 44Wh battery provides up to 24 hours of continuous playback on a
single charge
WiFi: Compatible with WiFi 6. Connect to WiFi with any 802.11a/b/g/n/ac/ax 2.4
GHz/5 GHz broadcast-capable router
Processor: Quad Core, 4xA55 1.4GHz
Memory: 1GB SDRAM, 8GB NV
Waterproof protection: IP56 Protected from dust and high-pressure water streams
USB-C Port: 15W, 5V/3A

General Specifications



Bluetooth Button: Press to pair with a Bluetooth device
Voice: Works with Sonos Voice Control and Amazon Alexa. Availability of services
varies by language and country
LEDs: Lights on the product indicate connection, charge status, mute status,
microphone activation, and errors
Mic Switch: Toggle off this switch on the back of the product to disconnect all
power to the microphone hardware
Apple AirPlay 2Works with AirPlay 2 on Apple devices iOS 11.4 and higher on WiFi
The new acoustic architecture: Replaces Move's single tweeter with two,
unlocking a higher-fidelity stereo soundstage with crisp vocals and detailed
instruments
: With deep, dynamic bass powered by the precision-tuned woofer, you'll feel the
emotional charge of a live performance
With automatic Trueplay tuning: Move 2 continually optimizes the sound for its
surroundings
: So, no matter where you are or what you play, you get the best listening
experience
Listen twice as long as with the previous generation: All the acoustic updates
work in concert for increased efficiency, giving you up to 24 hours of playback on
a single charge
Shock absorbent materials: Protect against accidental drops, and the IP56 rating
ensures spills, splashes, rain, dirt, and dust don't dampen your listening
experience
Use the built-in handle: To bring your music from one place to the next. When
the battery needs a boost, set Move 2 on the included Wireless Charging Base
: upgraded with a detachable power cable and more compact adapter. Charge on
the go with any USB-PD power supply

Dimensions & Weight
Dimensions (HxWxD): 24.1 x 16 x 12.7 cm
Weight: 3 kg


